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Schaeffler India establishes new corporate headquarters in Pune
· New office in Pune consolidates corporate operations in India post-merger
· Implementation of Schaeffler’s New Work elements provides a modern work

environment

Pune/India: September 03, 2019: Schaeffler India Limited, leading industrial and
automotive supplier, (BSE: 505790, NSE: SCHAEFFLER) today announced the opening of
new corporate office in  Pune,  India.  The new office that  consolidates  all  corporate and
sales functions will now serve as India headquarters. Following the completion of merger
of three legal entities in India, the new office is a key milestone towards integrating and
establishing one strong entity.

Located  in  Pune  city,  the  new  office  space  is  designed  as  per  Schaeffler’s  new  work
philosophy and offers employees a modern work environment - connected, open and
productive. With concepts such as open office layout, virtual meeting rooms, seamless
breakout and huddle zones, the new office promotes culture of collaboration and
creativity.

Speaking at the inauguration, Mr. Dharmesh Arora – CEO Schaeffler India said, “This is a
significant milestone as we continue our One Schaeffler India journey of leveraging the
synergies  and  opportunities  our  three  strong  brands  –  LuK,  INA  and  FAG  present.  The
consolidation of our offices means that corporate and sales functions will operate
together as one organization, as one team under one roof, enabling faster and efficient
collaboration to serve our customers better. New office is another important milestone
towards positioning ourselves as an Employer of choice”

___________________________________________________________________________________________________

About Schaeffler India Limited
Schaeffler has been present in India for over 50 years. With 3 well known product brands LuK, INA and FAG, 4 manufacturing
plants and 19 sales offices, Schaeffler has a significant presence in India. Schaeffler is among the largest Industrial and
Automotive supplier with sales of INR 45.6 billion in 2018 and around 3,000 employees. The manufacturing plants in Maneja
and Savli (Vadodara), produce a vast range of ball bearings, cylindrical roller bearings, spherical roller bearings and wheel
bearings that are sold under the brand name of FAG. The plant at Talegaon near Pune, manufactures engine and powertrain
components for front accessory drive system, chain drive systems, valve train, gear shift systems and a range of needle
roller bearings and elements, under the brand INA. The fourth manufacturing location is based out of Hosur, producing a
wide range of clutches and hydraulic clutch release systems for passenger cars, light commercial vehicles, heavy commercial
vehicles and tractors sold under the brand of LuK. Schaeffler also has the largest after-market networks serving the
industrial and automotive customers. All of this is backed by dedicated engineering, research and development support
based in India in support of product teams.
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Vijay Chaudhury, Head – Corporate Communications
and Investor Relations,
Schaeffler India
Tel: +91 (20) 3061 4221 / +91 91686 84744
Email: Vijay.Chaudhury@Schaeffler.com

PR Contact
Nabanita Mukherjee/Neha Koli
Kommune Brand Communications Private Ltd.
Tel: +91 9823620226/ +91 9717621084
Email: nabanita@kommune.in/neha@kommune.in
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